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European Youth Plan Action Day The Giant Family Photo
(A quick guide for organising and taking the photo on 16 November 2016)
One of the main points of our communication for the EYP Action Day on November 16 will be “The Giant Family Photo”
The general idea Isi to make all the participants at the Action day in all respective countries to make similar photos at a
similar locations, so by using all of them in one giant collage we can produce one enormously huge “family photo”. The same
day we will try to share and publish as many individual photos we receive from diﬀerent countries, and on the next day we
will be publishing on PES FB, Instagram and Tweeter the collage of all participants brought together.
This will be the main point in our communication for the media as well:
“23 meters long family photo supports the PES European Youth Plan”
Here is the mechanism of the Giant Family Photo:

LOCATION
In order the family photo to be easy to assemble and good looking as an end result all the participants should take the picture
on the external stairs to the main entrance of a public building in their respective cities. Why?
Because:
1. It’s a traditional location for family photos
2. It has a symbolic meaning – moving up
3. Main entrance stairs are typical for building related to the 4 pillars of the EYP – Schools, universities, theatres,
museums, public buildings.
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FORMATION/COMPOSITION
All participants at the photos should be aligned one behind each other sitting on the stairs in columns of exactly 4 people,
sitting right behind of each other – one person on a step.
Here is our communication team showing the proper arrangement for the photo:

In case there are 20 people at the event, they should provide photo with 5 columns by 4 people,
In case there are 30 people – 7 columns by 4 people and the last column – just 2 people in the first 2 stairs.
In case there are more than 40 people at the event they should do the photos in groups – first group of 40 people (10 columns
by 4 people) and the rest in next photos, again In columns by 4.
The result after we assemble all the pictures form all the countries will be an enormously long picture of all the participants
that we will share on the PES Facebook and Tweeter Page and people can tag themselves if they want to.

EFFECT
The final collage will be showing all the people participated in the action day in one long photo. If we have enough participants, we can make the collage also adding people in vertical
People can hold the names of the countries or cities in their hands, so it will be easier to spot where the Action Day took place.
Photo will be posted on Social Media, so people can tag themselves.
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